
Commission Disbursement Authorization 

Agents Are To Properly & Completely Fill In This Document Instructions and Fees are Attached.

This Transaction is: Check One Or Circle One     1-4 Family, ________   Land or Lots_______ 

(Farm &Ranch Any Property 10 acres or over) ________     Commercial__________    

Property Address_________________________________ Closing Date _____________________ 

Title CO _________________________Closer______________________ Sales Price $______________ 

Clients Name___________________________ Total Commission To TPR______________  

Was There Another Brokerage On The Other Side OF This Transaction ______Yes _______ No

Name of the Brokerage on the other Side _____________________________________________
_________To verify the information here is complete and correct, & you have

entered all the required TREC docs. into Paperless Pipeline. A TREC Rule for compliance.  

Pay To Texas Premier Realty A Transaction Fee Payment of   $_____________________________ 

PayTo________________________________________ A Payment of $___________________________  

PayTo________________________________________ A Payment of $ __________________________ 

PayTo _______________________________________ A Payment of   $ _________________________ 

Note to Closer & Assistants: Brokerage Checks ARE NOT TO be
given to agents. Please send a copy of a Master Settlement Statement that 
shows the total funds paid to our Brokerage and the Brokerage Check         
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___________________________________________________________ 

Broker’s Authorization to Pay our agent as stated above.    

_____________________________

er’s Authorization to Pay our agent as s



Commission Disbursement Authorization Instructions 
The CDA designed to descri  the type of transaction that is being closed on. Every Item needs to 
be filled i Please make sure this is filled in correctly and completely there simple 

questions that need to be answered. When you send the CDA to your closer, Be sure you 
send a copy to our office 

Your name should be on the CDA on the first line of the "Pay To". It is a TREC rule that agents 
can only be paid in their name exactly that is on your license. You cannot use your DBA or Team 
Name because you are not licensed under that name. If you are one of the very few that has a 
LLC licensed with TREC then you can add that LLC name to your CDA. 

The Total Commission line is asking only for Realty 's side of the sale. Some 
agents have believed we want to know the total commissions from both buyer and seller 
Brokers, this is not what we are asking we only want our side of the sale. Note total commission 
include commissions, any bonuses, that you receive. 

If you are part of a team and sharing in the commissions, you can do so with our agents. There is 
additional "pay to" spaces for commissions to be divided up. This is where team leaders can fill this 
information in. If you are a single agent just ignore the extra "pay to" spaces. 

If you want to share with an agent outside our Brokerage make sure our CFO  has a copy of 
the other agents Brokers W-9 before you put them on the CDA. We cannot pay the agent we can only 
pay the Broker. If you fail to collect the W-9 their funds will be charged to you until we receive the W-9. 
You will be able to deduct that at the end of the year on your taxes as a marketing expense. Just get a 
w-9 from their Broker and your good.

If you are going to share funds with your buyer client. Go to our website .com and fill 
out a Broker/Agent Credit letter and get that to the closer weeks before closing you must make sure that 
there is a Broker/Agent Credit of the amount shown on the Master Settlement Statement at closing. If 
not, you will be charged with the income and you can deduct this amount as marketing expenses off your 
taxes at the end of the year. You must make sure the lender and the Escrow office is aware of Credit well 
in advance of closing. 



Realty Transaction Fees 
Realty Agents please read the information below. Then fill in the correct Transaction 

fee for  when you fill out your CDA. 

1 to 4 family 2 Brokerages on the Contract Transaction fee is $ 5.00 

1 to 4 family 1 Brokerage on the contract (US) the Transaction fee is  E&O needs to be paid for 
both sides. (New home builds on their contracts is ) 

Please You Must Send A Copy Of Your CDA To Our CFO  

If you want to share with an agent outside our Brokerage make sure our CFO  has a copy 
of the other agents Brokers W-9 before you put them on the CDA. We cannot pay the agent we can 
only pay the  Broker.  If you fail to collect the W-9 their funds will be charged to you until we receive the  
W-9. You will be able to deduct that at the end of the year on your taxes as a marketing expense.
Just get a w-9 from their Broker and you're good.

If you are going to share funds with your buyer  client.  Go  to  our  website 
www .com and fill out a Broker/Agent Credit letter  and  get  that  to  the  closer 
weeks before closing you must make sure that there is a Broker/Agent  Credit of the amount shown on 
the Master Settlement Statement at closing. If not, you will be charged with the income and you can 
deduct this amount as marketing expenses off your taxes at the end of the year. You must make sure   
the lender and the Escrow office is aware of Credit well in advance of closing. 

If you are expecting payment from a lease or  a referral from a Broker  send an invoice to that broker    
and copy  our CFO .com when it arrives to our office  will 
PayPal your funds to you. There is no fee for PayPal when we send you funds. This has worked well 
in the past. 


